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Results are in and Lotus wins… 
     with rave reviews from customers, press and analysts
 

ent and easier deployment of Lotus software, many customers are choosing 
 Microsoft. In a side-by-side comparison with Microsoft Exchange 2010, the CRN 
Notes 8.5 the overall winner through an evaluation over five key areas: installation 
nd customization, feature set, performance and pricing.  

otes and Domino 8 is driven in part by the “green” nature of the products. Lotus 
 reducing the number of servers required and the hardware requirements needed 
nts – while reducing administrative overhead. In addition, Lotus Domino 8 has 

 cost of ownership by as much as 30%. 
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”Lotus Foundations enabled us to 
implement a complete data storage 
system and stay within budget. And 
as an added savings, the included 
Lotus Symphony software enables us 
to cut all future costs tied to buying 
and upgrading Microsoft Office 
licenses."  
- Kathy Rutledge, Teacher, Calvary Baptist 
Academy, Shreveport, Louisiana 
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“Since migrating Lotus Domino to 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux, 
performance has increased and 
we've been able to free up IT 
resources to focus on more 
strategic issues."   
 
- Will Darton, Senior Server Support 
Administrator, Discount Tire
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http://www-01.ibm.com/software/lotus/notesanddomino/testdrive.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnY_9OGT_6s
http://www.ibm.com/software/lotus/notesanddomino


 
Smarter Collaboration customer testimonial video on YouTube 
  
CRN article (June 8, 2009) 
 
RedHat article (June 8, 2009): Discount Tire Grows E-Commerce Business with Red Hat Solutions  
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